HARVARD MATMEN
WRESTLING TITLE
held at the Hangar gym on Friday evening.

Captain Franks, Harris, Burke
and Albertoso Score
In Institute Points

Harvard came through to a smashing victory on Friday evening, taking the 15-point title, after Cornell, the two-time defending champions, had knocked Cornell out of the running last week.

Order. and Tufts followed in that order, doing unexpectedly well. The going was very even in the regular season, but the Institute team had five complete immunity. There are no after effects after the doses, and the staff of THE TECH to be held in the junior prom.

STUDENTS CATALOG
Peculiar Impulses

Inclusions to stamp off bridges and kick down buildings, in the most unwholesome way, while standing before a schoolmarm, and to call loudly without reason when being given were mentioned by members of the Psychology as being some of the more prominent types of juvenile delinquency.

The peculiarities among many students were described as being among every student in the class, for the face which he could think of in his normal state and that he had to follow him, and his reactions to it, were the same. Dashing girls will score points for the team, in the shape of one of the Institute girls will see that welding is not too

PLANS MADE FOR TECHNIQUE RUSH
Redemption of Outstanding Signups Begins Next Week

Plans are already being made for the Technique rush, which officially opens Junior week. The rush begins Monday, and is to continue until Thursday of next week.

It is the Technique board's plan to have a great number of signups for the rush, and at a given signal the student body will all assemble in the main lobby, and the technique board as to the number of signups for the rush.

New Metal Plate
Process Feature
Of March T.E.N.

Short Wave Radio and Paper Industry
Are Discussed In Latest Issue

"Metal Plate Work Goes" by Ed Kimball, 25, in March T.E.N. Trade News which appeared last week, dealt with the process of metal plate making which will soon be in use at the school. The process is one which will save time and money, and has been received with much enthusiasm. The machine used in this process is a new model, and has given excellent results, and the process has been adopted by the school.

President of the Student's Association, of the Institute, has given a complete description of the process of metal plate making which will soon be in use at the school. The process is one which will save time and money, and has been received with much enthusiasm. The machine used in this process is a new model, and has given excellent results, and the process has been adopted by the school.

WILL SWAP TO TECH
Men This Afternoon

Coach Oscar Hodgson, Captain George Levens, and Manager John Plaute, of the spring track team, will be the principal speakers in the spring track rally which will be held at 4:30 this afternoon at the track field. This rally is one of the best that Tech has ever had and there are some excellent events which will be featured. The team will have several new members who will be announced.

Although Tech has one of the best track teams in the country, it is sure to be some time before they pretend to be as good as their rivals Cornell and Harvard, and will have to work hard to get this done.

Sports Summary For The Week-End

R.O.T.C. Students
Inoculated For Typhoid Fever

To escape with the Army regulations, the members of the Army ROTC and the R.O.T.C. camp mentor, decided upon a special inoculation for the first year fever at the office of the Medical Department last Saturday. The secondary and final inoculations will take place the following Monday.

The Medical Department has chosen these three weeks in order to have the inoculations before the students leave for the summer. The students are not required to take the inoculation, but it is strongly recommended.

KENT CRAWFORD, a first-year chemistry student, who was an early victim of the disease, will return to the classroom next week, he said, after a short absence.

The R.O.T.C. camp mentor, has given the students the following instructions for the first year fever:

The students must not go to bed on the first day of fever, and must not go to bed on the second day. The fever must last for at least a week after the inoculation.

The R.O.T.C. camp mentor, has given the students the following instructions for the first year fever:

The students must not go to bed on the first day of fever, and must not go to bed on the second day. The fever must last for at least a week after the inoculation.

MCNAMAR, a first-year English student, who was an early victim of the disease, will return to the classroom next week, he said, after a short absence.

The R.O.T.C. camp mentor, has given the students the following instructions for the first year fever:

The students must not go to bed on the first day of fever, and must not go to bed on the second day. The fever must last for at least a week after the inoculation.

TWO HUNDRED DORM ROOMS ARE ASSIGNED

Assignment of dormitory rooms for next year have been made to the men who are living in the dormitories at present. Two hundred of the three hundred available rooms have been assigned to the men who have been living in the dormitories at present. The remaining rooms are reserved for the first-year men. Only a few more assignments will have to be made, and it is hoped that the remaining rooms will be assigned to the men who have been living in the dormitories at present.
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HARVARD WINS WRESTLING TOURNAMENT
Technology Fencers Finish Third In Semi-Finals For Intercollegiates

CRIMSON TRIUMPH IS RESULT OF NEW ENGLAND TOURNAMENT
Technology, Williams, Brown, Northeastern and Tufts Finish In Order Named

HAYNE DISPLACES BURKE
(Continued from Page 1) our man had nearly won by a fall himself.

The semifinals on Saturday afternoon found Brown eliminated, while the Harvard and Technology men won all. In this section, Burke, Harris, and Haskell all gained falls and Johnson won a decision; but the outstanding feature was the bout in which Capt. Frank declared Spellman of Brown, the favorite for the honors in the 155-pound class. Although the Brown man was heavier and stronger, Burke managed to win his wrestling skill into full play. He succeeded in getting on Spellman's back and thong like there a hook, frustrating all of the Providence man's efforts to dislodge him.

When the bouts of the evening started, all signs pointed to a close fight between Harvard and Technology, but the Harvard matmen came through better than even their coach expected, and the Engineers had to be content with second place. As indication of the final outcome was given when fine Turner of Harvard, in a 5 minute 40 second opening bout against Nowotw, the Northeastern 175-pounder. In the next three bouts Harvard clinched the meet when their opponents defeated three Technology opponents. Steinberg, a 155-pounder, defeated Spada, a 125-pounder, and only defeated "three" when Zeus Turner of Harvard, 125-pounder, clinched the meet when his grapplers defeated "three". As a result of this play, the Technology performance was returned a 5-3 victory in the event.

In the Harvard/Technology bout, Harris had a 2nd round in which he was still of the meet was shown. Lesie of Technology displayed wonderful ability and form to win individual honors from Capt. Stearns of Harvard. He likewise defeated Finney, but in this at least made his mistake in the 2nd round, a fair finish at last, he stubbornly managed to lose 2-1. Hamilton secured victory in two matches over three, while Fears lost two decisions.

In the next match the Institute overwhelmed the Big Green 5-1. Lewis and Hawthorne were the outstanding stars here also each annexing two victories. As Dartmouth had only falls, no space was played at this time. Coach Willard placed the squad as the only one of his team to perform better than ordinarily.

Levis Wins Three Matches Against Yale
Levis proved the bulwark of the Engineers’ offense against the New Havenites, winning three out of four matches. He began his event against Doran of Dartmouth. His work alone however could not stem the onslaught of the falls of old Eli. Elwell, Lee and Fyfe, these three excellent players whose equal one would go far to see, were defeated by Yale’s Tate, Clarke and O’Connor 4-1 to falls and 3-1 in the open. This left the Harvard and Technology event tied for second place. As the two teams move to New York, a play-off match will be arranged to pick the winner.

The Summary

Interfraternity Basketball
Wednesday, March 30
Lamberts Chi Alpha vs. Sigma Nu
Both the Fraternity Gym.

P. A. throws pipe-peeves for a loss

AND the bigger they are, the harder they fall, as Shakespeare or somebody said. You can prove this beyond question with a Jimmy-pipe and a tidy red tu of Prince Albert. Any time. Anywhere. As a matter of fact, tackling pipe-grooves is P. A.’s regular business.

Cool and sweet and fragrant, P. A.’s wonderful smoke comes curling up the pipe-stem, filling your system with a new brand of pipe-pleasure. You smoke—and smile! For the first time in your life, you’ve found the one tobacco that scales to your blueprint of bliss.

Slow or fast, no matter how you feed it, P. A. never bites your tongue or parches your throat. Those important items were taken care of in the original plans by the Prince Albert process. Get yourself a tidy red tin of this friendly tobacco today.

PRINCE ALBERT
—no other tobacco is like it!
New Experimental Course in Business Organization To Be Given to Seniors

Course Aims to Train Men Who May Wish to Establish Their Own Business

A new course on "Organization of Business" is to be given to Seniors on "The Theory of Relativity" in room 4-270 at 4 o'clock today.

Professor de Donder is at the Institute Thursday, will deliver the first lecture next Wednesday. This course is to be a considerable departure from the usual kind of business commonly taken by students and will deal with the relation existing between this theory and the laws of Maxwell, in the basis of the lecture series on the mathematical theory of electricity.

Emphasis was made by the lecturer upon the fact that a knowledge of higher mathematics was not necessary to qualify for the business man, except necessarily that of calculus.

All interested are invited to attend.

Professor de Donder is at the Institute under the auspices of the Christian Science Society in room 2-190 at the meeting today in room 2-190 at 4 o'clock today.

The Portland Cement Association will hold a meeting in room 4-270 Thursday noon from 1 to 3 o'clock, with a talk by Mr. A. H. Bausman, who will discuss "The Mathematics of Electricity.

Lectures by men who have successfully developed small businesses, and discussion groups will be an important part of the course.

A group of three or four students will then make an appointment with the founder of this business for a round table discussion of how he developed this. This last idea has been tried before, says Prof. Mr. E. H. Bausman, of the Economics Department, who has not yet learned entirely satisfactorily. The new and thorough methods of the courses are expected to give each man that grasp and business capacity to enable him to meet these administrators on common ground.

According to Mr. Bausman this is the first experiment of its kind to be tried and it has several purposes. First, it aims to correlate the work of the Engineering department with that of the economics, and get the men a realization of how any sin-

PUBLICATIONS OF THE TECH

LONDON NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY

OF ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND

Leadership

Leadership is measured by service. For nearly a century and a quarter, the du Pont name has signified leadership in explosives manufacture on this continent. Paralleling the rapid growth of American industry, du Pont has developed explosives to meet new needs and solve new problems that have come to the surface in the complicated and diversified enterpris.

Thus has it been the privilege of du Pont to contribute a share in the industrial expansion of the Republic.

S. E. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc.
Explosives Department
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

125 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN THE SERVICE OF INDUSTRY